AUGUST 6, 1945

70 YEARS AGO

IS IT TIME FOR ANOTHER WAR?

WAR LORDS AND THEIR PLANS OF WAR
IN
THE MIDDLE EAST

War is a “terrible thing,” said Sen. Lindsay Graham, Republican from South
Carolina, but sometimes it is better to go to war than to allow the Holocaust to
develop a second time.” Graham then describes the war Americans should fight if
military force is ever employed, it should be done in a decisive fashion. The
Iranian government‟s ability to wage conventional war against its neighbors and
our troops in the region should not exist. They should not have one plane that can
fly or one ship that can float.” Senator Graham: “if we are going to start this war,
prudence dictates that we destroy Iran‟s ability to fight back. At a minimum, we
would have to use airstrikes and cruise missiles to hit a range of targets the veteran
senator says the US should not be satisfied with stopping Iran's nuclear program
but should also destroy its military capabilities and deliver a major blow to the
Islamic Revolution Guards Corps. Influential Republican Senator Lindsey Graham
of South Carolina, known for his radical militaristic views and support for the
Israeli regime said, “My view of military force would be not to just neutralize their
nuclear program, which are probably dispersed and hardened, but to sink their
navy.”

A SECRET MACHIAVELLIAN DANCE OF DECEPTION
To believe that the multifarious love affair between the United States and Israel is
a noble ideal and a mutually benevolent affair designed and choreographed to
assist a tiny democratic country surrounded by hostile enemies on all sides is
tantamount believing in the tooth fairy. Their mutual goals and ambitions in the
Middle East are much grander and greater than this often stated policy
Who are these men who travel to the far ends of the earth to meet in secret rooms
and conceive and execute special and far reaching agendas in concealed documents
which in due course will affect the lives, fortunes and destiny of millions of global
citizens, their families and their children? Regardless of what Nation issued their
passports: They remain Internationalists. Are they the new international order of
political hierarchies that have taken captive the executive command structures of
our democratically selected political world? Are they those that say one thing in
public while planning to reintroduce another completely different set of political,

religious, and social disciplines in private, while fallaciously advocating
superlative promises of democracy, freedom, liberty and justice to the nations and
peoples of the world? If so, they may be a morphogenetic breed of men and ideas
from those that we have previously described as secret societies. Only they know
who they are and what their plans are for the nations and the peoples of the world;
but by necessity they must manifest themselves and their political agendas by their
covert use of illegal programs of military, social and political operations around the
world. These men and their governments have gained total and complete political
power by infiltrating and corrupting the noble ideals of the early Greek
philosophical concept of Democracy. Their cracking of whips and machine guns
has become nuclear weapons of mass destruction. They control the entire world„s
nuclear military power in our skies, in our oceans, and soon in outer space. They
do all this with the consent and the approval of ordinary citizens by way of public
democratic elections
In late March 1961, David Ben-Gurion decided to arrange a meeting with
President John F. Kennedy. After conquering scheduling problems the two leaders
agreed to meet privately at New York's Waldorf Astoria Hotel, on May 30, 1961.
This meeting was the real purpose behind Ben-Gurion„s trip to Canada. According
to his biographer, the Israeli Prime Minister was very tense fearing that Kennedy's
stiff position on the matter of Israel„s planned nuclear reactor program would
severely jeopardize their relationship. An aura of suspicion and mistrust had
hardened and damaged the international relations between Israel and The United
States ever since the discovery that Israel was actively pursuing a Program of
Nuclear Development in Dimona, Israel, that had not received the approval of the
United Sates Government from President John Fitzgerald Kennedy. Ben-Gurion
told the President that Israel would pursue their existing plans for the development
of a Nuclear Weapon Program with or without receiving the approval of the United
States Government. As the meeting came to an end, President Kennedy said
defiantly: The only way Israel will receive approval for their nuclear program
from the USA is over my dead body!

President Kennedy signs the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, October7, 1963

THE UNBRIDLED EXPANSION OF NUCLEAR, CHEMICAL
AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS
Some powers proudly announce their production of second and third generations of
nuclear weapons. What do they need these weapons for? Is the development and
stockpiling of these deadly weapons designed to promote peace and democracy? Or,
are these weapons, in fact, instruments of coercion and a threat
against other peoples and governments? How long should the people of the world live
with the nightmare of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons?
What bounds the powers producing and possessing these weapons? How can they be
held accountable before the international community? And, are the inhabitants of these
countries content with the waste of their wealth and resources for the production of
such destructive arsenals? Is it not possible to rely on justice, ethics and wisdom
instead of these instruments of death? Aren’t wisdom and justice more compatible with
peace and tranquility than nuclear, chemical and biological weapons? If wisdom, ethics
and justice prevail, then oppression and aggression will be uprooted, threats will wither
away and no reason will remain for conflict. This is a solid proposition because most
global conflicts emanate from injustice, and from the powerful, not being contented
with their own rights, striving to devour the rights of others.
People across the globe embrace justice and are willing to sacrifice for its sake.
Would it not be easier for global powers to ensure their longevity and win hearts and
minds through the championing of real promotion of justice, compassion and peace,
than through continuing the proliferation of nuclear and chemical weapons and the
threat of their use? The experience of the threat and the use of nuclear weapons are
before us. Has it achieved anything for the perpetrators other than exacerbation of

tension, hatred and animosity among nations? Some powers proudly announce their
production of second and third generations of Nuclear Weapons. Why do they need
these weapons? Is the development and stockpiling of these deadly weapons designed
to promote peace and democracy, or, are these weapons, in fact, instruments of
coercion and threat against other Nations and their governments?
This is a solid proposition because most global conflicts emanate from injustice, and
from the powerful, not being contented with their own rights, striving to devour the
rights of others. People across the globe embrace justice and are willing to sacrifice for
its sake. Would it not be easier for global powers to ensure their longevity and win
hearts and minds through the championing of real promotion of justice, compassion
and peace, than through continuing the proliferation of nuclear and chemical weapons
and the threat of their use?
The experience of the threat and the use of nuclear weapons are before us. Has it
achieved anything for the perpetrators other than exacerbation of tension, hatred and
animosity among nations?
All wars fought in the names of democracy, liberty, and freedom are wars of aggression
and acquiring most of the world’s riches, whether in the ground, in the oceans, in the
skies, or soon in outer space.

When they want a war they will have a war no matter how many
People will have to die as a result of their malevolent ambitions.
More recent wars were the projected results of a corrupt world-wide fraudulent
exploitation of the ancient noble Greek concept of a Democracy. Thousands of
lives have been lost and extremely rare properties destroyed in these numerous
wars that have put in place foreign inspired political regimes in countries that
found themselves in the bombsite crosshairs of present-day powerful western
nations and their allies.
By causing war and conflict, some are fast expanding their domination, accumulating
greater wealth and usurping all the resources, while others endure the resulting
poverty, suffering and misery. Some seek to rule the world relying on weapons and
threats, while others live in perpetual insecurity and danger. Some occupy the
homeland of others, thousands of kilometers away from their borders, interfere in their
affairs and control their oil and other resources and strategic routes, while others are
bombarded daily in their own homes; their children murdered in the streets and alleys
of their own country and their homes reduced to rubble. Such behavior is not worthy of

human beings and runs counter to the truth, to justice and to human dignity. The
fundamental question is that under such conditions, where should the oppressed seek
justice? Who or what organization defends the rights of the oppressed, and suppresses
acts of aggression and oppression?

CONSIDER THE SITUATION IN PALESTINE

Palestinian Refugee Camps
The roots of the Palestinian problem go back to the Second World War. Under the
pretext of protecting some of the survivors of that War, the land of Palestine was
occupied through war, aggression and the displacement of millions of its
inhabitants; it was placed under the control of some of the war survivors, bringing
even larger population groups from elsewhere in the world, who had not been even
affected by the Second World War; and a government was established in the
territory of others with a population collected from across the world at the expense
of driving millions of the rightful inhabitants of the land into a Diaspora and
homelessness. This is a great Tragedy with hardly a precedent in history. Refugees
continue to live in temporary refugee camps, and many have died still hoping to
one day return to their land. Can any logic, law or legal reasoning justify this
tragedy? Can any member of the United Nations accept such a tragedy occurring in

their own homeland? The pretexts for the creation of the regime occupying AlQods Al-Sharif are so weak that its proponents want to silence any voice trying to
merely speak about them, as they are concerned that shedding light on the facts
would undermine the raison d‟être of this regime, as it has. The tragedy does not
end with the establishment of a regime in the territory of others. Regrettably, from
its inception, that regime has been a constant source of threat and insecurity in the
Middle East region, waging war and spilling blood and impeding the progress of
regional countries, and has also been used by some powers as an instrument of
division, coercion, and pressure on the people of the region. Reference to these
historical realities may cause some disquiet among supporters of this regime. But
these are sheer facts and not myth
The Zionists have no right of any sovereignty over even one inch of the Holy
Land. They do not represent the Jewish people in any way whatsoever. They have
no right to speak in the name of the Jewish people. Therefore, their words,
declarations and actions are not in any way representative of the Jewish people.
This is because the Zionists' seizing of power over the Holy Land is antithetical to
Jewish law, and also because the Zionists do not behave like Jews at all rather, they
desecrate the sanctity of the land

Lately, the question has once again arisen concerning the Temple Mount and
sovereignty over it. Thus, we wish to state unequivocally: a) in our time, it is a
severe Torah prohibition for any Jew to set foot on any part of the Temple Mount

area. b) The Jewish people have no claim whatsoever to sovereignty over this holy
site, which is under Islamic authority, nor over any other holy site. Rabbi
Zonenfeld was once asked, "Is it true, that the Rabbi prefers a non-Jewish
government over all of the Holy Land"? Rabbi Zonenfeld replied, "If King Hussein
would rule over Palestine, the holiness of the Holy Land would not be diminished
to even to an Iota degree". We yearningly wait G-d's great day, when He will
return His Divine Presence to Zion, restoring the holy city to its former holiness
and glory as in days of old, to be a light to the American- Zionist State given over
to a goal of global political influence and economic power and domination.
Upon closer inspection it will be seen that the State and the Governments of Israel
are not Judaic nor does the State follow and believe in and observe the ancient
beliefs and practices of Judaic Law. Israel is a secular state. It is a modern AngloAmerican- Zionist State given over to a goal of global political influence and
economic power and domination. The State of Israel is their beachhead to the
entire Middle East.
On 29th October 1956, the Israeli Army invaded Egypt. Two days later, British
and French military Air Forces bombed Egyptian airfields. British and French
troops landed at Port Said at the northern end of the Suez Canal on 5th November.
By this time the Israelis had captured the Sinai Peninsula.
The size and content of Israel„s annual annuity aid program remain unstated for
unclear reasons. It has been estimated to be in the multibillion dollar range of
economic and military assistance and appropriations. Clearly an annual drain on
the American budget still not properly understood and recognized by taxpaying
American citizens who every four years elect a national government to protect and
guide their nation.

A REIGN OF TERROR
May 14, 1948 – March 20, 2015

The elaborate and highly secretive preparations which went into the Zionist plan of
forming and creating a State of Israel, located in what was then Palestine, became a
reality on November 2, 1917, when Lord James Arthur Balfour stood before the
British Parliament and announced that he had sent a letter to Lord Lionel Walter
Rothschild, Chairman of The Zionist Federation, informing Lord Rothschild that
his cabinet and His Majesty‟s Government “ view with favor the establishment in
Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best
endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this object, it clearly being understood
that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of
existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine.”
The Six-Day War, took place June 5–10, 1967, and was the third of the ArabIsraeli wars. Israel‟s decisive victory included the capture of the Sinai
Peninsula, Gaza Strip, West Bank, Old City of Jerusalem, and the Golan Heights;
the status of these territories subsequently became a major point of contention in
the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Prior to the start of the war, attacks conducted against Israel by fledglin Palestinian
guerrilla groups based in Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan had increased, leading to
costly Israeli reprisals. In November 1966 an Israeli strike on the village of AlSamū in the Jordanian West Bank left 18 dead and 54 wounded, and, during an air
battle with Syria in April 1967, the Israeli Air Force shot down six
Syrian MiG fighter jets. In addition, Soviet intelligence reports in May indicated
that Israel was planning a punitive military campaign against Syria, and, although
inaccurate, the information further heightened tensions between Israel and its Arab
neighbors.
The 2014 Israel–Gaza conflict, 2014 Gaza massacre was a military operation
launched by Israel on 8 July 2014 in the Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip Thereafter, seven
weeks of Israeli bombardment, Palestinian rocket attacks, and ground
fighting resulted in the deaths of over 2,200 people, the vast majority of them
Gazans.

JERUSALEM
The status of Jerusalem remains one of the core issues in the Israeli–Palestinian
conflict. During the 1948 Arab–Israeli War, West Jerusalem was among the areas
captured and later annexed by Israel while East Jerusalem, including the Old City,

was captured and later annexed by Jordan. Israel captured East Jerusalem from
Jordan during the 1967 Six-Day War and subsequently annexed it. Israel's
1980 Basic Law the Jerusalem Law refers to Jerusalem as the country's undivided
capital. The international community rejected the annexation as illegal and treats
East Jerusalem as Palestinian territory occupied by Israel. The international
community does not recognize Jerusalem as Israel's capital, and the city hosts no
foreign embassies.

THE 1948 PALESTINIAN EXODUS
Their Right of Return
The 1948 Palestinian exodus occurred when more than 700,000 Palestinian
Arabs fled or were expelled from their homes during the 1948 Palestine war..The
causes are a subject of fundamental disagreement between Arabs and Israelis.

The Mysteries of World War 11
1939 - 1945.
Why and how unknown millions (60 million +) of military and civilian citizens
secretly and publicly met their death and why and how several of the world‟s great
nations and their historic cities and ancient religious institutes were invaded with a
agenda of military aerial and land assaults intent on a goal of virtual obliteration.

Sir Winston Churchill then a member of that 1917 Parliament played his now
familiar factotum role. He was later quoted as saying ―I am a Zionist, let me make
that clear. I was one of the original ones for it. after the Balfour Declaration and I
have worked faithfully

Author’s Note-Book
There can be no doubt that Zionism played a major undercover role in the
secret developments of the Second World War of 1939-1945; hand in hand
with their Masonic Counterparts.
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